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This invention relates to improvements in building con 
struction, particularly those of the less expensive type 
commonly termed "out-buildings” on farms, ranches and 
the like, the primary object being to provide extremely 
inexpensive, yet highly efficient ventiating means adapt 
ing the building therefore for such uses as housing of 
chickens, animals and the like wherein it is desired to 
provide no draft air circulation. 

Farmers, ranchers and particularly more specialized 
producers of livestock, poultry and the like, well appre 
ciate the advantage, if not absolute necessity, for brooders, 
laying houses, scratching pens and the like, to be well 
ventilated, but heretofore attempts along this line have 
resulted in drafts that cause sickness and unhealthy con 
ditions generally. Continuous flow of air through a 
building of this character is difficult to attain without also 
experiencing a direct draft upon the birds or animals 
housed within the building. 

It is accordingly, the most important object of this in 
vention to provide a ventilated building wherein the cir 
culating air enters along one side of the building and exits 
in opposed relationship thereto continuously and without 
draft within the space wherein the birds or animals are 
housed. 

Another object hereof is to provide a ventilated build 
ing wherein the ceiling and roof are utilized advantage 
ously to effect the objects hereof, presenting a space above 
the ceiling and below the roof for initially receiving the 
incoming ventilating air prior to discharge into the space 
below the ceiling and ultimately back out of the building 
at the opposite side thereof. 

Other objects include the way in which the ceiling is 
dropped at one end thereof to render a portion of one side 
wall available for forming an air inlet opening below the 
roof; the way in which the ceiling has an air passage port 
for directing the ventilating air to the space therebeneath; 
the way in which the air is exhausted from the building 
at the opposite side thereof; and many more minor ob 
jects all of which will be made clear as the following 
specification progresses. 

In the drawing: 
Figure 1 is an end perspective view of a ventilated 

building made pursuant to the present invention. 
Fig. 2 is a vertical, transverse, cross-sectional view 

through the building. 
Fig. 3 is an enlarged, fragmentary, cross-sectional view 

adjacent one side of the building; and 
Fig. 4 is a vertical, cross-sectional view similar to Fig. 3 

adjacent the opposite side of the building. 
The building hereof may be provided with a floor 10 

and a foundation 12 carrying a pair of end walls 14 and 
16, a front or side wall 18 and a rear or side wall 20. 
A roof 22 is coextensive in length with the side walls 18 
and 20 and includes a plurality of rafters 24 that rest 
upon top plates 26 and 28 in turn carried by studs 30 of 
walls 18 and 20 respectively. While the spaces between 
the rafters 24, which rest upon the plate 28, are prefer 
ably filled with paneling 32 to close the same, the spaces 
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2 
between the rafters 24 above the plate 26, are open to the 
atmosphere. 

Plate 26 also receives a plurality of joists 34 that 
receive suitable paneling as shown, to present a ceiling 36. 
The ends of the joists 34 adjacent the wall. 20, are secured 
to the studs 30 of the latter below the uppermost end of 
plate 28 of the wall 20, ceiling 36 therefore, inclining 
downwardly from the wall 18 to the wall 20. 
An air inlet opening 38 formed in the siding 40 of the 

wall 20 preferably extends the entire length of the build 
ing interrupted only by the proximal studs 30. Opening 
38 is provided with a small gate 42, hinged to the siding 
40 and manifestly, gate 42 may be provided with any 
suitable means to hold the same closed, fully open or in 
an adjusted position, such means not being shown. 
The paneling 44 for forming the ceiling 36, is likewise 

provided with an opening or part 46 extending preferably 
from wall 14 to wall 16 and interrupted only by the joists 
34. The opening 46 is next adjacent the opening 38 and 
may be closed by means of a hingedly mounted gate 48 
carried by the paneling 44. Here again, gate 48 may well 
be provided with means to hold the same in an adjusted 
position with respect to the opening 46. 
The joists 34 are interconnected by a plurality of 

spacers 50 adjacent the front wall 18, spacers 50 receiving 
plates 52 disposed between the rafters 24 and cooperating 
with the spacers 50 to close space 54 between roof 22 
and the ceiling 36. In other words, the space 54 is en 
tirely closed not only with respect to the atmosphere, but 
with respect to space or building interior 56 beneath the 
ceiling 36 except only for the openings 38 and 46 since 
spacers 50 and plates 52 constitute in effect, an extension 
of paneling 44 and form a part of ceiling 36 so far as 
defining spaces 54 and 56 is concerned. Paneling 44 
has another opening 58 extending from wall 14 to wall 
i6 and interrupted only by the joists 34 and rafters 24. 
The opening 58 is immediately below the plates 52 and 
may be closed by means of an elongated transversely 
reciprocable gate 60 that underlies the plate 26 when in 
the closed position as shown in full lines by Fig. 3. Alter 
nately, gate 60 may be hingedly mounted at its forward 
most edge for swinging movement on a horizontal axis 
toward and away from front wall 18. Gate 48 may like 
wise be slidably mounted if desired. Entrance of moisture 
directly into and through the opening 38 is prevented by 
means of an over-hang 62 forming a part of the roof 22. 
A similar over-hang 64 adjacent the wall 18 is preferably 
disposed substantially in a horizontal plane to present a 
trough 66 for collecting water and to avoid obstruction 
of light and sunshine through glass windows 68 and 
through screens (not shown) behind hanging doors 17 
when the latter are shifted along tracks 72 to an open 
position. 
Many other advantageous features in the chicken house 

herein illustrated are contemplated, relating particularly 
to the arrangement of nests, roosts, feeding space and the 
like; since the same form no part of the present inven 
tion, they have not been shown. 

It is seen that when the gates 42, 48 and 60 are all open 
as shown in Fig. 2 of the drawing, air enters the space 
54 through the opening 38 and thereupon travels down 
wardly through the opening 46 into the space 56, all as 
indicated by arrows in Fig. 2. This ventilating air escapes 
from the space 56 upwardly through the opening 58, be 
tween joists 34 and rafters 24, over plate 26. By forcing 
the air to first enter the space 54, it is impossible to re 
ceive a direct draft within the space 56. Even if prevail 
ing winds of a relative strong nature tend to force a 
large amount of air into the building by way of opening 
38, such air loses its velocity within the space 54 and 
escapes into the space 56 with sufficient speed to provide 
adequate ventilation without draft, Weather conditions 
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of course, will dictate the positioning of the gates 42, 48 
and 60, all or any one of which may be adjusted to suit 
the desires of the poultryman. During cold weather 
gates 42 and 48 may both be closed and air entering 
around doors 17 will travel along the floor 10, circulate 
through the space 56, thence along the ceiling 36 and 
escape from space 56 when gate 60 is open. 
While many details of construction may vary within 

the spirit of this invention, such changes and modifica 
tions as fairly come within the scope of the appended 
claims, are manifestly contemplated hereby. 

Having thus described the invention, what is claimed 
as new and desired to be secured by Letters Patent is: 

1. In a building, a plurality of walls and a roof present 
ing an enclosure; a ceiling within the enclosure, present 
ing a space between the ceiling and the roof, there being 
a pair of opposed side walls, each having a top plate, 
said roof being provided with a number of spaced rafters 
resting on said plates, said ceiling having a number of 
joists connected with one of said side walls below the 20 
plate thereof and resting on the plate of the other side 
wall; and paneling mounted on the joists and provided 
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4. 
with an extension merging with the roof at one end there 
of above the plate of said other side wall and spaced 
therefrom whereby the building is open above the plate 
of said other side wall and between the rafters, said panel 
ing having a port therein adjacent the one side wall, said 
one side wall having an opening above the ceiling and 
below said plate thereof. 

2. In a building as set forth in claim 1 wherein is pro 
vided gates for port and said paneling for closing the 
space beneath the ceiling. 
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